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ABSTRACT
The﻿University﻿of﻿Patras’﻿Library﻿Services﻿designed﻿and﻿offered﻿to﻿primary﻿and﻿secondary﻿schools﻿
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learning﻿ experience﻿ about﻿ the﻿ history﻿ and﻿ future﻿ of﻿ books.﻿ The﻿ programme﻿ combines﻿ digital﻿
storytelling,﻿3d﻿virtual﻿immersive﻿learning﻿environments,﻿and﻿gamification,﻿utilising﻿the﻿concepts﻿of﻿
problem-focused﻿education.
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2.3. Problem-Focused Education (PFE) and Manifold Thinking Skills
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2.4. 3D Virtual Immersive Learning Environments
3D﻿Virtual﻿Immersive﻿Learning﻿Environments﻿(3D﻿VIEs),﻿also﻿called﻿3d﻿Virtual﻿Worlds﻿or﻿multi-
user﻿virtual﻿environments﻿-﻿MUVEs﻿are﻿three-dimensional﻿computer-generated﻿virtual﻿spaces﻿that﻿




























Could enriched with (digital) storytelling and problem-focused education concepts 3D Virtual 







questionnaire﻿ that﻿ is﻿our﻿main﻿research﻿ instrument.﻿The﻿questionnaire﻿was﻿designed﻿according﻿ to﻿
Cohen﻿et﻿al’s﻿(Cohen,﻿Manion,﻿&﻿Morrison,﻿2007)﻿principles﻿of﻿questionnaire﻿designing.﻿The﻿final﻿
questionnaire﻿consisted﻿of﻿twenty-nine﻿questions﻿organized﻿in﻿three﻿sections,﻿focusing﻿on﻿the:
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•﻿ Overall﻿formative﻿assessment﻿of﻿the﻿experience;








Finally,﻿ during﻿ the﻿ realization﻿of﻿ the﻿ pilot﻿ project,﻿we﻿were﻿ able﻿ to﻿ collect﻿ further﻿ data﻿ and﻿
combine﻿data﻿with﻿anecdotal﻿encounters,﻿reactions﻿and﻿spontaneous﻿comments﻿and﻿questions﻿from﻿
the﻿students,﻿by﻿observing﻿students﻿behaviour﻿and﻿learning﻿attitudes.






















playful﻿digital﻿storytelling﻿experience.﻿They﻿were﻿ invited﻿ to﻿assist﻿a﻿digital﻿agent,﻿ in﻿ the﻿ form﻿of﻿
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Figure 1. Playful Library Tour: Students searching for books
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or﻿milestone.﻿At﻿the﻿same﻿time,﻿appropriately﻿timed﻿soundtrack﻿was﻿woven﻿into﻿the﻿story﻿to﻿enhance﻿











Herein,﻿ concepts﻿ and﻿ principles﻿ from﻿ the﻿Problem-Focused﻿Education﻿ paradigm﻿played﻿ an﻿
important﻿role﻿to﻿form﻿a﻿learning﻿innovation:﻿In﻿order﻿to﻿motivate﻿students﻿learning﻿we﻿particularly﻿
used﻿contextualized﻿problems﻿and﻿designed﻿ interactive﻿elements﻿ in﻿ the﻿ learning﻿activity.﻿At﻿each﻿
stop,﻿students﻿were﻿encouraged﻿to﻿demonstrate﻿their﻿(updated)﻿knowledge,﻿conceptual﻿understanding,﻿
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Figure 2. Students’ drawing (2th grade): “Phaistos Disk”, the first typography system in history
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•﻿ Showed﻿clothing﻿and﻿appearance﻿of﻿a﻿ representative﻿of﻿each﻿milestone﻿ (through﻿ the﻿avatar’s﻿
clothing﻿and﻿skin)
Figure 3. Collaborative creative group reflection activity using tablets
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This﻿ rather﻿ non-anticipated﻿ behaviour﻿was﻿ a﻿ surprising﻿ element﻿ that﻿ understandably﻿ entertained﻿
the﻿students﻿widely﻿and﻿provided﻿a﻿flair﻿style﻿of﻿an﻿interactive﻿show﻿during﻿the﻿motivated﻿learning﻿
experience﻿(see﻿also﻿Figure﻿5).











Figure 4. 3D VIE Ancient Egypt & avatar appearance in Second Life
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There﻿were﻿ twenty-eight﻿ (28)﻿ teachers﻿who﻿participated﻿ in﻿ the﻿ current﻿ evaluation﻿ study﻿ and﻿




Figure 5. Students’ digital artifact (4th grade): “Ancient Mesopotamian tablet with symbols”
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I have never seen my class so quiet and concentrated as when they attended this program.
You exceeded teachers’ and students’ expectations; you have captivated children’s interest and they 
enjoyed the program greatly. The whole visit to the Library was so alive.












Due﻿ to﻿ resources﻿scarcity﻿ it﻿was﻿not﻿possible﻿ to﻿organize﻿a﻿ true﻿ random﻿sampling﻿(Cohen﻿et﻿
al.,﻿2007)﻿by﻿inviting﻿truly﻿representative﻿school﻿classes﻿to﻿participate﻿in﻿the﻿project.﻿However,﻿the﻿























Information﻿ seeking﻿ and﻿ finding﻿ in﻿ creative﻿ collaboration﻿ways﻿ and﻿ enquiry-based/problem-
focused﻿education﻿approaches﻿have﻿been﻿encouraging﻿pedagogical﻿ frameworks﻿ and﻿proved﻿ to﻿be﻿
very﻿fruitful﻿in﻿combination﻿with﻿game﻿mechanics﻿in﻿3D﻿Virtual﻿Immersive﻿Learning﻿Environments.﻿
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A﻿further﻿future﻿research﻿and﻿development﻿target﻿of﻿this﻿ongoing﻿project﻿is﻿to﻿accommodate﻿these﻿






project﻿we﻿prioritized﻿our﻿ investigation﻿on﻿ issues﻿of﻿ inclusion﻿and﻿digital﻿divide,﻿digital﻿ learning﻿
identities﻿and﻿multicultural﻿representation﻿and﻿deep/surface﻿learning﻿comparison﻿within﻿the﻿framework﻿
of﻿problem﻿focused﻿education.
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